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Details
We The Beat presents
Freak The Beat
w/ Disco Lines
Angrybaby, Alex Parra, BENJO, Halftime Hooper
at Fergusons Downtown
Las Vegas, NV
Friday, Oct 27
Doors: 7pm
21+

Calling all music freaks! Freak The Beat returns to Fergusons Downtown this Halloween with special guest Disco Lines and support from Angrybaby, Alex Parra, Halftime Hooper and BENJO! Be sure to come in costume and be ready for a fun-filled evening with multiple activations, photo-ops, and a costume contest!
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Disco Lines
Instagram | Twitter | TikTok | Spotify | Apple Music | YouTube

Known for his wildly popular original songs, remixes, and rioutus content — which have amassed tens of millions of streams and billions of views, Thadeus Labuszewski aka Disco Lines, is perpetually touring, bringing his contagious laugh, larger than life presence, and high energy DJ sets to the college, club, and festival circuits, as well as his recently announced Baby Tour in Fall/Winter 2022. 

Most experts agree that the success of Disco Lines' music career is matched only by his standing as an industry-leading amateur Dolphin enthusiast. When he is long gone, Disco Lines hopes to be remembered for his upbeat dance music, and as a fierce protector of our cetacean friends.
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Angrybaby
Instagram | Twitter | TikTok | Spotify | Apple Music | YouTube

Angrybaby, recently signed with TH3RD BRAIN, is a 25 year old Asian-American electronic music producer from Albany, CA. He grew up playing classical piano and making hip-hop beats using GarageBand. After moving home to San Francisco post-college, Angrybaby experienced a second awakening of music production when he was introduced to the DJ club culture and began throwing weekly parties. Becoming a scholar of its composition, arrangement and theory; he took what he learned about DJing and applied it to his own craft as Angrybaby. With his classically-trained foundation and love for dance music, Angrybaby is innovating the sound for tomorrow. As he continues to make waves in his own touring career - you'll still find Angrybaby working 9-5, growing the SF event series "Quit Your Day Job" and programming local shows to support emerging arts in the community.
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Alex Parra
Instagram | Twitter | SoundCloud 
Alex Parra is Las Vegas home-grown DJ who started playing tunes at college parties and his progressed into some of LV’s most notable venues. The only thing he’s not pressing is the sync button.
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BENJO
Instagram | Twitter | TikTok | Spotify | SoundCloud
At 15 years old, Benjo found his love for house music. He now continues to reach new heights in the early stages of his music career through his sets and his own production. With the support of his city, the San Diego native strives to explode the house music scene in his hometown to the rest of the world through his tech house sound in his own way. When it comes to house music, Benjo's recent debut single 'Every Single Time' is as catchy as they come and his second release "The Smoke" shows his versatility when it comes to poducing house music. Both of his tracks together have gained combine total of over 100,000 streams on Spotify alone.
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Halftime Hooper
Instagram | SoundCloud
Born and bred in Las Vegas, Halftime Hooper brings the right energy every time. Spinning everything from house to hip-hip, HH has emerged from the underground party scene and is quickly becoming one of the more in-demand DJs with his innate ability to pull a crowd.
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Video
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Refund Policy
All items are non-refundable under any circumstances.
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Age Restriction
Must be 21 years of age or older
 








Freak The Beat w/ Disco Lines
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Click here to resend your order confirmation email
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Frequently Asked Questions

I have a question for Customer Service about an event, tickets, or orders.

I have a question for Tech Support about a technical issue with the site.
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Contact Customer Service
Contact Technical Support
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